Editorial

Prevention of infective endocarditis

Much thought, conference time, and journal space has been devoted to this topic in recent years. The problem not only remains unsolved, it does not appear even to have been dented. The most recent recommendations of the American Heart Association (1977) are unlikely to have helped.

When bacterial endocarditis was first described by Horder (1908–9) and by Osler (1908–9) at the turn of the century the typical victim was a young adult with rheumatic heart disease and a streptococcal endocarditis. The disease was then a fatal one. Whereas rheumatic fever has virtually disappeared from Britain, apparently as a result of penicillin, the incidence of streptococcal endocarditis has barely diminished and still carries a mortality close to the 30%, to which it fell soon after penicillin was introduced in 1944. A priori, mortality figures refer to recognised cases but just as late diagnosis accounts for this continuing high mortality, no diagnosis may be responsible for a true mortality that is even higher. Yet diagnosis need not be so difficult nor treatment too late, and surely prevention too is possible?

In Britain streptococci continue to cause the vast majority of “medical” infections. Except in the geriatric age group these streptococci are largely of the viridans group and are penicillin sensitive. Even in geriatric patients with their higher incidence of enteric organisms Streptococcus viridans still accounts for more than 50% of cases.

“Surgical” endocarditis is numerically less common and includes both early postoperative cardiac cases and patients who develop endocarditis after a skin incision for any other purpose, even piercing of ears and accidental wounds. Surgical endocarditis is mainly staphylococcal with a particularly high and important incidence of Staphylococcus epidermidis. Cardiac surgery, invariably carried out under broad-spectrum antibiotic “cover,” may be complicated by candida or other opportunistic organisms, particularly when the operation is prolonged. Cardiac surgery poses quite different considerations in prophylaxis, as do investigations such as cystoscopy and transrectal biopsy of the prostate gland, which are well-based antecedents of infective endocarditis in elderly men. Even a barium enema can be followed by transient bacteraemia, so where should prophylaxis stop?

Why is S viridans endocarditis still so common? An oral portal of entry has been assumed and dental extraction blamed. Prophylactic penicillin was long ago advocated to cover dental operations in susceptible subjects. We can examine the possible mechanisms for failure:

(1) Perhaps the penicillin is not given. In his sample survey of dentists’ practice in this regard Durack (1975) showed that although only a minority of patients received intramuscular penicillin within an hour of extraction as recommended by Garrod and Waterworth (1962), oral penicillin was usually given. This was often started too early and theoretically could have induced an increased incidence of penicillin-resistant infections.

(2) Perhaps dental treatment is not after all to blame. Although streptococcal bacteraemia occurs during dental extraction and its incidence is reduced by penicillin, a similar bacteraemia can also be shown in some people during chewing.

(3) Perhaps the wrong population is being protected. “Susceptible subjects” have in the past been regarded as patients with a known cardiac abnormality, either congenital or acquired. Only last year Petersdorf (1978) suggested that penicillin prophylaxis should be extended to include any one with a murmur or even a history of rheumatic fever. Yet nearly 50% of cases of infective endocarditis have not previously been known to have heart disease and between 25 and 40% of cases develop on normal valves (although these are usually leaking by the time the diagnosis is made).

If normal hearts are susceptible to infection and chewing can cause bacteraemia then the only means of reducing the incidence of streptococcal endocarditis that is likely to be effective is to raise the standard of oral hygiene throughout the country and to “cover” all causes of predictably heavy bacteraemia with appropriate antibiotics.

Certainly some cardiac abnormalities seem to be unduly vulnerable (Rodbard, 1963), especially congenitally bicuspid aortic valves; some infections are especially hard to eradicate, such as those on artificial valves; and some individuals appear to be
especially susceptible and have repeated episodes of endocarditis despite every care. But minor congenital aortic valve anomalies are usually unrecognised, so that their possessors are not selected for prophylaxis, while patients with valvar prostheses usually have their dental treatment in hospital where optimal antibiotic cover should present no difficulty.

What is optimal prophylaxis, and which individuals should be selected to receive it? In 1977 the American Heart Association published its revised recommendations. Despite the logistic near- impossibility of organising correctly timed parenteral antibiotic prophylaxis to precede dental operations outside hospital the committee proposed intramuscular penicillin followed by eight doses of phenoxy-methyl penicillin 0·5 g six hourly. Patients admitting to penicillin sensitivity were to receive intravenous vancomycin followed by erythromycin. Venturing further into impracticability Kaye (1976) had earlier proposed even larger doses of parenteral antibiotics continued for three days. Fortunately, Shanson et al (1978) have recently shown that a single large oral dose of amoxycillin, 2 g one hour before extraction, reduced the observed incidence of bacteraemia from 14 out of 14 in control subjects to two out of 14 given amoxycillin. As would be expected phenoxymethyl penicillin was less effective.

It seems most practical to advise a single 2 g dose of oral amoxycillin before dental extractions or scaling out of hospital, and to retain intramuscular penicillin plus gentamicin for inpatients. Penicillin-sensitive subjects should be given erythromycin. Although previous recommendations have always been for antibiotics to be given only to individuals who had been recognised to be "at risk", such selection was based on false concepts and has not worked. Logic suggests that prophylaxis should be given to everybody. Such a policy would be cheap, easy, and effective.

Investigations and operations on the urinary and lower alimentary tracts are invariably carried out in hospital, where relevant parenteral bacterial antibiotic prophylaxis should be given to prevent enterococcus infection. This will usually be ampicillin plus gentamicin and again should be given unselectively to all. A single dose suffices to cover investigations and Petersdorf suggested 12 to 24 hours for surgical procedures.

The question of whether antibiotics should be given to cover normal childbirth is more vexed. Although transient bacteraemia may accompany normal childbirth, infective endocarditis is so rare after parturition that not all cardiologists and obstetricians feel that prophylaxis is necessary, while on the previous arguments it would not be logical to limit its use to women with known heart disease.

Durack’s work on his rabbit model has been criticised on the grounds that his was an exercise in early treatment rather than in prevention of infective endocarditis (Durack, 1975). This brings the argument back full circle because the foregoing considerations indicate that prevention may not be wholly feasible, even in the case of streptococci of reliable penicillin sensitivity, and even less so for the numerically smaller group of unpredictable infections caused by more exotic organisms such as coxiella or chlamydia.

Early treatment remains the cornerstone in the prevention of death and chronic disability from infective endocarditis. The widespread use of antibiotics for incompletely diagnosed disorders in general practice probably cures a number of very early cases while dangerously masking others. A common problem is the patient with developed disease in whom a clinical diagnosis should have been made and acted on but in whom treatment is still too often delayed, with tragic results, pending the results of blood cultures.
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